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The Chevrolet 3. Though this engine has seen constant improvement over the years, no amount
of evolution will ever eliminate all of GM's notorious engineering flubs. One stands above all
others in this engine family as both easily preventable and endemic, but is nonetheless
responsible for countless engine failures and malfunctions. The main cooling system problems
with this engine are manifest in those cars with the third-generation engine, produced i the to
model years. The problem begins as a minor external cooling system leak and eventually
develops into a full-blown flood. Less-observant owners have often tfound themselves sitting
on the side of the road with an overheated engine and a sizable repair bill. The problem is that,
for whatever reason, GM didn't realize that it's newest super-coolant DexCool was going to eat
the intake manifold gasket. The intake manifold lies in between the engine's cylinder heads and
carries not only air and fuel, but water. The water that flows through the manifold is extremely
hot and under a great deal of pressure, meaning that it can put a lot of strain on the
gasket-mounting area. Combine this with DexCool's corrosive nature, and it's small wonder that
owners have had problems. Though a complete fluid flush and replacement with standard
"green" anti-freeze is possible, there is no guarantee that you will get all of the old coolant out.
DexCool and green anti-freeze are like oil and water; the two will not mix in your coolant system,
and their separation will ultimately cause cooling system failure. Some owners have replaced 3.
This has been the default solution for many years, but a more permanent one was offered by
GM a few years ago. The General opted not to replace the corrosive DexCool that came stock
and has instead offered for sale a new intake manifold gasket that should resist breakdown. To
be fair, the 60 Degree V6 has always been a fairly reliable and low maintenance engine family.
Richard Rowe has been writing professionally since , specializing in automotive topics. He has
worked as a tractor-trailer driver and mechanic, a rigger at a fire engine factory and as a
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Degree V6 has always been a fairly reliable and low maintenance engine family. References
Carcomplaints. All of the engines in the High-Value series have degree overhead valves. It
began manufacturing the High-Value engine series in the model of the Pontiac G6, and stopped
manufacturing it in with the Buick Lucerne. The V6 engine was used in a variety of vehicles that
had different power requirements. The horsepower of the engine varied based on the model of
car that the engine was installed in. The Buick Lucerne engine has horsepower at 5, revolutions
per minute rpm , and the Lucerne LGD has horsepower at 5, rpm. The Pontiac G6 Convertible
has horsepower at 5, rpm. An LGD engine is a flexible fuel engine that can operate on a blend of
gasoline and up to 85 percent ethanol. It is often referred to as E85 capable. Bin 4 Emissions
and Bin 5 Emission refers to the level of emissions the vehicle will produce based on American
regulations. Similar to the variations in horsepower, the V6 engine also has torque variations by
model. The Chevy Impala Bin 4 features foot-pounds at 5, rpm, and the Bin 5 features
foot-pounds at 5, rpm. The G6 Convertible features foot-pounds at 5, rpm. The V6 engine has
degree overhead valves. The engine has two valves per cylinder. The V6 also features dual
variable valve timing. Other features include a 3. Nikki Van De Walle began writing in Valves The
V6 engine has degree overhead valves. References GM Inside News: 3. These engines aside
from the LX9 are the first cam in block engines to implement Variable valve timing , and won the
Breakthrough Award from Popular Mechanics for this innovation. For the model year , the
engine features optional displacement on demand or "Active Fuel Management" which
deactivates a bank of cylinders under light load to increase highway fuel economy. It was
rumored GM would produce a 3-valve design, but that never came to be. As of the model year,
GM no longer sells these motors in any US market vehicles. It incorporates electronic throttle
control. The engine offers improved performance and fuel efficiency, and runs smoother and
quieter than earlier generation V6 engines. The V6 features an advanced powertrain control
module , improved fuel injection system, a redesigned exhaust manifold and a new catalytic
converter contribute to reduced emissions, as well as improved efficiency and performance
characteristics. Improvements in cooling, sealing and the accessory drive system add to the
engine's overall quality, reliability and durability. It was introduced for the model year and
Monte Carlo. It includes continuously variable cam timing fixed overlap. It has a cast iron block
and aluminum heads. Note: GM often refers to this engine in its literature as a "3. The LZ9 has
Variable Cam Timing , a novelty on a pushrod engine, roller rocker arms and has a variable
length intake manifold. A computer controlled plenum divider that, along with the VVT cam
function, improves efficiency across a broader RPM range. The model year introduces the
Active Fuel Management system formerly known as Displacement on Demand , which can turn
off a bank of cylinders under a light load for increased fuel economy. Output is identical to the
LZ9. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle engine. General Motors. Retrieved 30
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dynamics and cabin refinement are still a few steps behind the class leaders, the Chevrolet
Impala still brings a lot to the family sedan table. Those attributes include solid performance
and fuel efficiency from the V6 engines, high crash test scores, a roomy cabin and a smooth,
quiet ride. There are a few constants in life that are oddly comforting -- a hot fudge sundae, a fall
day spent at a baseball game, cruising on the highway in a big American sedan. The last
example is something Chevrolet has provided for nearly 50 years with its Impala model. In
addition to a spacious cabin, the Impala has excelled at providing reliable and peppy
performance, a quiet cabin and a soft ride at a price most moms and dads could easily handle.
And so it is with the Chevrolet Impala. Switching to an all-new front-drive platform in the model
year after a four-year hiatus and after decades as a rear-driver , the Impala was downsized and
found itself battling Ford's Taurus instead of its previous, long-standing arch rival, the Ford
Crown Victoria. This generation ran through and we never warmed up to it, as the styling was
somewhat quirky and the cabin left us cold with its abundance of hard plastics. Last year,
Chevy polished up the Impala's act inside and out, giving the car a stiffer platform, more
powerful engines, cleaner styling and a much improved cabin in terms of materials and build
quality. Granted, with front-wheel-drive the current Chevy Impala isn't exactly a tribute to the
past, but it does continue the tradition of large, affordable Chevrolet family sedans. A pair of
fuel-efficient V6 power plants provides plenty of power along with respectable fuel mileage -never one of the Impala's strong points in previous generations. The fact that the base Impala
can seat six in a pinch makes it a rarity, as even the largest cars of today have front buckets and
a console, limiting passenger capacity to five. Should you desire something a little less
practical and a lot more exciting, the bowtie boys have you covered with the Impala SS, which
sports a powerful V8, big wheels, a tighter suspension and the requisite bucket seats with a
console-mounted shifter. Though still not quite as refined as the Toyota Avalon, or as nimble
and stylish as the rear-drive Chrysler , the Chevrolet Impala should remain a popular choice for
those in need of an affordable sedan with a big, comforting interior. LS models include inch
wheels, a front bench seat, air-conditioning, full power accessories, a tilt steering wheel, a
power driver seat, a single-CD audio system with an MP3 jack, and keyless entry. Moving up to
the LT model adds alloy wheels, dual-zone climate control and remote vehicle start. The LTZ
includes inch alloys, heated leather bucket seats, a Bose audio system and an auto-dimming
rearview mirror. The SS comes with monochromatic exterior paint, a performance-tuned
suspension, inch wheels and a rear spoiler. Options for the Impala LS consist of a package that
bundles traction control, antilock brakes and floor mats. The LTZ is so well-equipped it has no
options apart from a CD changer and a sunroof which is optional on all trims , while the SS has
a handful, including heated seats, a power front-passenger seat, Homelink transmitter and an
auto-dimming rearview mirror. The LS comes with a 3. The standard 3. The SS has a 5. All
models employ a responsive four-speed automatic transmission heavy-duty on the SS that
sends the power through the front wheels. The V6 engines offer an agreeable blend of power
and fuel-efficiency up to 31 mpg on the freeway with the 3. An Impala SS we tested did the mph
drill in just 6. Full-length side curtain airbags, OnStar and a tire-pressure monitor are standard
on all Impalas, but stability control is not available. In frontal crash tests conducted by the
NHTSA, the Chevrolet Impala earned five stars out of five for driver and front-passenger
protection in frontal impacts. In side-impact testing, an Impala equipped with the side airbags
scored five stars for front passengers and four stars for those seated in the rear. In IIHS frontal
offset crash testing, the Impala scored an "Acceptable" rating second highest out of four , while
side-impact tests by that agency resulted in a "Good" rating, the highest possible. Apart from
the Impala SS model, handling is not among the Impala's strengths due to its soft suspension,
though the car does feel solid and substantial. Plenty of people will appreciate the big sedan's
compliant ride quality. Also a composed cruiser, the SS is much more agile thanks to firmer
suspension tuning and inch performance tires. Although the fact remains that this is a big,
heavy car, dive the SS into a corner and it pulls through with dignity and thrust. While the SS
model may be tempting to power-hungry buyers, be forewarned that dipping into its formidable
reserves quickly brings fuel mileage down to around 17 mpg, despite ratings of 18 city and 27
highway. Our recommendation? Stick with the better-balanced LTZ and its plenty powerful 3. As
one of the few sedans on the market capable of seating six passengers, the Chevy Impala does
have an edge on the competition when it comes to interior space. The SS model has metallic
interior trim, while all other models feature wood-grain trim. Fit and finish is vastly improved

over previous models, and the Impala offers contemporary features like available dual-zone
climate control, a Bose audio system and an input jack for portable music players. Trunk
capacity is a generous Available styles include LT 4dr Sedan 3. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Chevrolet Impala. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Chevrolet lease specials Check
out Chevrolet Impala lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Soft suspension hurts handling dynamics, some
interior materials still not equal to the top rivals', stability control is not available. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview.
Changes are few on the Chevrolet Impala. The V6 adopts Active Fuel Management
cylinder-deactivation technology, and a non-E85 version of the V6 becomes standard for
California-level emissions states. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. The MPG's are not
as high as advertised, but the performance and drive-ability help to make up for the MPG
deficiency. It is very difficult to back this car up as the rear vision is hampered by the high rear
headrests, spoiler and raised back end. The interior dash and displays are cheap looking,
operating and feeling. There is a lot of front interior leg, hip and shoulder room but the rear leg
room is compromised, especially for those over 6ft. Exterior road noises are sufficiently. Read
less. I actively beat the hell out of my Impala. I have owned it since 09 when it had 30k miles and
now has close to k. Parts besides regular maintenance that I've had to fix Besides brakes and
oil changes I have literally spent maybe 30 dollars on maintenance. It does have its cons such
as if you're accelerating it falls flat around 55 to 65 then picks up again, interior isn't anything to
brag about. I've hit close to 5 deer with my car and ive only had to replace the headlight and pop
out dents in the hood and fender, nothing serious. This is a great car and I would have 0
hesitation to drive it to California and back In the snow with weight in the trunk it handles very
well for a fwd. It's no subaru but you'll get to where you're going. Updated review Hit around k
and car is still running strong. I want to buy a new car just to have a new car but I want to see
this one hit k. I honestly think the impala will rust out before the engine goes because it still
feels like it has only 30k on it. Car now has around k. I had to fix I believe a crank shaft oil leak
and while they were at it I had them replace a few other things as well that are known to leak oil.
Besides that replaced the wheel bearings and brakes. Maybe spent - 1k lifetime total on repairs
that don't include brakes, of that was just labor. Invisible, no fuss, unbelievable. It was time to
replace the minivan family truckster this year and I wanted to improve on my fuel economy, so I
went shopping for a car. Of course I researched right here on Edmunds and narrowed the focus
to two cars, the Chevy Impala and the Buick Lucerne. The Lucerne is nice, but the Impala was
nice too and an awsome value. This car is like the person that shows up in kakies and a polo
shirt to the party and offers to help imediately! Nobody notices this person but they are
indispencable. So it is quiet, moves out well with the 3. An all around best buy in my opinion.
Selected an LT for a company car, having driven two personally owned Nissan Maximas the last
several years. I drive for business use and put approximately miles a year on a car. I had a
choice of two Dodge products, a Toyota Camry, and the Impala. Selected the Impala mainly for
color choices and enjoyed a rented '06 while in Seattle. After one week and miles later, I have
been pleasantly surprized by the quality and comfort of the car. It's not the sporty car I'm used
too, but not bad. See all reviews of the Used Chevrolet Impala. Write a review. Frontal Barrier
Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact
Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to
the Impala. Sign Up. By 3pt1lumina, January 30, in Powertrain. I know absolutely nothing about
these engines. I searched but can't seem to find one, but if there's a thread already, lock this
and point me in that direction, but if not, let's talk about them here. I'm curious to know more
than anything about reliability. If I plan to buy a vehicle with this engine, is it going to be like a
3x00 and require LIM's all the time, or like the 's that always have failing head gaskets? Also,
performance wise being stock how are they, and what can be done to them to boost
performance? LIMGs aren't so much an issue because coolant no longer flows through them.
Head gaskets shouldn't be an issue, they fixed that issue early. The problem is with the

crossover leaking coolant. Not a terrible job on the , should be about the same on the I'd
imagine. The has continuously variable valve timing, variable intake timing, displacement on
demand. There are not a whole lot of modded s because they're still relatively new. But there are
some:. As far as reliability, nothing yet. So far they are not failing yet, but it usually takes a
couple of years before nasty gremlins start to show their face. Good to know that. What's good
is I am not planning on buying an Impala right away, so I have time to learn about this engine a
bit. And if there is any issues that come up as gremlins I can see what they are between now
and then, whenever then may be:lol:. My friends mom has an 06 impala with the 3. There only
complaint is they are only seeing 27ish on the highway They wanted more. In theory it would
bolt right up and use the same hangers Good to know Buck My future sister-in-law has an 06
Impala LT with 55k on it and she beats the crap out of it so I can't figure out what it gets for gas
mileage The in my Monte gets about 27 on the highway as well, at mph it's got k miles on it now
So far the only issue I've had with it in almost 15k of ownership is a very slow external coolant
leak from either the crossover or the head gasket It's only about a half gallon a year, so I'm not
super concerned with it yet Lemme put it this way, it will be uber rare for the headgasket to leak
so much it will actually pose an issue. The most I have seen is them leak so bad that you have
to add roughly 1 gallon worth of coolant every year. Having friends at GM dealers who loved
doing these under warrenty are now sad. Prior to that, there were getting headgasket jobs off of
cars that were coming in for just oil changes. They would tell the customers they are leaking
and are under warrenty and it would be repaired. The customer would be oblivious to the fact
they were leaking. One point to make, i have never seen or heard of a single one causing an
internal leak failure. Every leak I have seen or heard about was purely external. My parents have
an 07 Impala LTZ with the in it. They came from an 03 Impala LS with the To them, the gas
mileage sucks. The 03 got much better mileage. I believe they are getting around in town and 27
highway in the Power wise, I have driven it a couple times, and it's not bad. Not the push you in
the seat of the L67, but has good pickup. If you are looking for mileage, I think the is the one for
that. I know my fiance's G6 gets 24 around town and close to 30 highway between Binghamton
and rochester. Stay away from the 3. It's similar to the , but I am only getting regularly, and
highway. Sucks, cause I came from an integra that got 29 city, 35 highway. Overall reliability of
the motors isn't bad. My parents bought their new, and I think the steering shaft issue is the
only one they've had real issues with very common issue in most newer GM cars. My moms g6
has the and we see about 24 city and 31 highway It will turn over to k here soon and the only
thing its needed was a set of plugs at 51k. See- I would have thought the last of the Monte's with
the would fair better in the MPG than the Impala due to it being lighter Like I said, my mom gets
at a surprising average speed of , in her monte with I've had to replace a couple leaking water
pumps on 's. It's a dead easy job. I've personally never seen one with the head gasket leak or
crossover leak, so I'm with Bob and don't think it's a real big concern. My mom has a Impala 3LT
with the Has 60k, no engine trouble yet. I really like it. It has plenty of power no matter where
you're at in the powerband. Sorry I don't have any real good info on that. I've driven it many
times times and am impressed with the car, but I've never spent any period of time with it to
have checked mileage. It's her car and I don't know what she makes and she's not the kind to
ever bother and check how well it does. FWIW, I've driven it a few times on trips to and from
family holiday gatherings as she usually has me or my dad drive, and it shows to be making
high ish going mph down the highway on the DIC, but I don't know if it's accurate. I'd just stick
to a They've got plenty of power, I didn't thing the was that much better for the trade off in
mileage. My mom's '07 Impala 1LT with the , no kidding, has pulled 34 mpg on roadtrips. That's
going off the DIC and the old fashioned check your mileage way. You can post now and register
later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead.
Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from
URL. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Posted January 30, Link to post
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Mine has the 2. Posted February 2, Night Fury 34 Posted February 2, Posted February 3, No
engine issues, aside from having to add a little coolant. Seems to be common. Join the
conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL.
Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. I'm still amazed that they were able to punch
out the degree V6 to 3. There just can't be much meat left in those blocks with those big 3. I
remember when the 2. When I saw my first one, I was amazed at how puny it looked. I couldn't
imagine that it could be bored or stroked any more Anyone know a good source for info on
these engines? I'd love to see the innards. Wikipedia has a decent description but I need

visuals! I don't think 3. Info and pictures of all GM engines. The 3. A common bore measures 99
mm; displacement is increased in the 3. The two engines share 80 percent of their parts. Thanks
to its relatively narrow degree block angle, the 3. More importantly, the degree configuration is
inherently balanced, ensuring powertrain smoothness without the additional cost of balance
shafts. The new 3. The centerlines through the bores on each bank do not intersect at the crank
axis; rather, they intersect 3 mm below the crank axis. The offset bores present a number of
advantages, including room for larger cam journals and flexibility to stroke the engine for more
displacement. Essentially correct - it's the displacement. The displacement is affected by not
only the size of each cylinder, but the length of the stroke on each piston. Actually, both the 3.
The displacement difference between the two is a function of the stroke length. On edit: thanks
to everyone for the responses! Also, is there a longevity difference between these units and the
V6? I didn't want to deal with this "issue," so I defaulted right back into another V6. Also by
design of the engine the chronic Intake Manifold Gasket leak has been removed by using some
sort of coolant bypass system. All in all completely bulletproof. Again so far as I have heard
most of the problems with these vans come from electrical, the transmission and power-train
are rock solid. We're coming up on 3 years of ownership with our '07 Maxx hard to believe! At
61, miles, I'm happy to report no mechanical issues whatsoever from the powertrain. The only
"worrying" issue is some clunks from the front suspension over rough pavement--sounds like
bushings to me, but it ain't worrying me too much yet. Coworker of mine with an Accord is
amazed at the smoothness and quiet of the 3. I'm still impressed with the power of this engine;
even with a full load on board, the car will get up to expressway speeds without any fuss. Check
the Intermediate Steering Shaft Ditto for the electric steering but that's another kvetch for
another day. The last time I took my 07 to Vancouver I got 37MPG not a word of a lie too, made
the trip on more or less one tank of gas km , and you can't beat that. The Chrysler 4-speed
slushbox is a real box of fragile Christmas tree ornaments. I still grit my teeth every time the
tranny shifts in my Neon, just waiting for the sound and feel of the grenade going off got to
experience it twice in the old Voyagers we had at work. The only thing you really hear much
about is people spinning a bearing; usually as a result of letting. I'd love to experience these
engines with a 6 speed! Or even a 5 speed, know there are a few 5 speed grand am's floating
around there. Hey, thanks for that link Mike! I've got to come up to speed on this particular
engine family and that site looks like just the place to do it. I had some experience with a 3. The
thing had a 3-speed ATX and was a real rocket. Except for the uncomfy driving position, I
always enjoyed driving it. We currently have a ish Chevy Uplander minivan SWB with the in the
fleet and it moves right out too. My has close to 80K miles and has never seen a wrench. My
buddies Impala with 82K is the same. His Buick Terrazza now has K and runs like new and has
never had an issue. Numerous law enforcement Impalas with 's have well over K and run as new
in my town and there are often high mileage examples on Ebay that run as new. All in all a great
engine IMO. I frequently consider getting an Lucerne with under 30, miles on them because
they're a steal and they have the which affords a little more power and refinement over the
Oldsmoboi recommended it highly--my parents have the Lucerne with the , which although is
quiet, it definitely is unrefined especially for the target it was aiming for. I've spoken to others
with the in the Lucerne and they say the same thing happens, but from what I understand, the
doesn't do that. My only gripe with the is the low fuel numbers reported, so I'm hoping it returns
higher-than-advertised economy as the does. It'd definitely be a great daily commuter! You can
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